
10 signs your website is dying

Part 2. Signs 6-10



Noticed your website isn't the making the
contribution it used to?
In the second part of this series, we explore the subtle indicators that could mean your website
is losing it’s shine...

6. You’re slipping down the rankings on search engines

Have you noticed that when you search for keywords relating
to your business, you're no longer one of the top results?
Search engines prefer reputable, content-rich, responsive
websites and reward them with higher rankings. 

Google is all about providing the best experience for users,
and if you’re not providing a good experience for your
customers, expect to slip down the rankings (if you haven’t
already!) 

‘Naturally, lower search rankings leads to fewer page views and fewer opportunities to reach
new customers.

7. Your answering the same old questions...

Do you find yourself answering the same questions over and
over? Even when the answers are on your website?
Nowadays, customers are very happy to self-service answers
to common questions; they expect it.  If they can’t do this
conveniently, they'll contact your team.  

Of course it’s good to have customers contact you, but at the
right time, for the right reasons - repetitive Q&A is frustrating
for everyone.
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8. Outdated content and it's not easy to update information

Having to contact your web designer to change every day
information on your website is a painful and sometimes costly
experience. If your wasting too much time (or money) keeping
the website up-to-date, it’s time for a change. 

It's vital that your website content is updated, regularly,
especially for search engines like Google.  Proactively work on
your website content to keep it fresh and relevant.  Otherwise,
outdated content will contribute to lower search rankings. New,
relevant content gives your customers a reason to revisit your
site.

9. Customers aren’t moving past the homepage

Once customers arrive on your website, you want them to stay
for a while and hopefully, do something that brings them closer
to becoming a customer. Website visitors will leave a site
quickly if they can’t instantly find what they are looking for or
simply do not like what they see! If your visitors are leaving
quickly (AKA 'Bouncing') before taking further action (e.g.
making a purchase, signing up to your email list), it's a good
sign that there's room for improvement.

10. 404 page not found!

Does your website occasionally deliver error messages like the
dreaded “404 not found”? Have you noticed that parts of the
website are broken? Broken links, error messages, and
missing images doesn’t leave a good impression. Your
customers won't tell you, they'll simply try another site so it's
important to check for errors regularly. 

If parts of your website no longer work, it's a sign that your
website needs looking at.
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See more examples of our work on our website at  www.bosonweb.net
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Experiencing any of these problems?
Is your website dropping down the search rankings? Are you embarrassed to share your
website? 404 messages, slow loading times and a non responsive website are just some of the
signs that your website's in need of attention.

It's no secret that the better the experience you provide your visitors, the more likely they are to
become customers.

There's a lot to think about. We hope this document helps but if you'd like more personalised
help from one of our team, you could request a follow up meeting using this form or by
contacting us on the details below:

01225 309690 mark@bosonmedia.net
I look forward to hearing from you!
Mark Salen, Account Manager, Boson
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